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About This Game

History:
Once a year, in an unknown world called "Dark SASI" is a celebration of all the great souls. The main entertainment are
considered the "test of death".
Great souls throw out a book on this holiday, which falls into one of the many corners of our world.
Once the book gets into the hands of a mortal, he falls into a coma and his soul moves into the world of Great souls.
At this point, they begin their game by betting on how many times the mortal soul will be able to endure suffering.

Plot:
You are unlucky: you play for the main character, who was not lucky enough to find a book.
After the move, you're in shock and you don't know what's going on. You are met by the Secretary of the shower, trying to calm
and explain everything.
The Secretary says that we need to do to get out of the coma and be free: to pass all the tests, but you should be careful, as the
soul of the main character tied to the "world of souls", and if the hero dies, to be reborn you need to have the last teleport.
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Gameplay:
Dark SASI is an adventure in the style of an RPG, with its own characteristics.
Immerse yourself in the gloom and gloomy atmosphere of "Dark SASI".
Any wrong move or reckless act will lead to death.
You are waited for by big and psychologically difficult BOSSES.
Your soul is saved only by the "teleport souls", but not so much. Proceed with caution.
You will be accompanied by more than 20 tracks, giving the opportunity to dive headlong into fear and depression.
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Title: Dark SASI
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Narko Games
Publisher:
Narko Games
Release Date: 18 May, 2018
a09c17d780

English,Russian
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dark sasi wiki. dark sasi 2. dark sasi pc full. dark sasi review. dark sasi boss. dark sasi trailer. dark sasi от narko games. dark sasi
speedrun. dark sasi gameplay. dark sasi walkthrough. dark sasi pc. dark sasi controller support. dark sasi trainer. dark sasi
metacritic. dark sasi steam. dark sasi ps4. dark sasi reddit. dark sasi download. dark shashi 2018. dark sasi rta. dark sasi pc
gameplay. dark sassi-plaza
this is like drunk dark souls don\u00b4t buy it. is not worth the pain.
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one of ten just because I don\u00b4t know how is not constantly crashing.. This game is awful. Awful hitboxes, 30 enemies
cramped up in a tiny room that almost instantly kill you, bosses that aren't inside rooms but in the "open world", so you have to
fight said 30 enemies next to the boss. Or you can choose to fight them beforehand. Either way is impossible.
The game looks good enough, though it has tons of visual bugs, and the first level is fine. Everything after that is pure
unadulterated nuclear waste. The developers knew that, probably, since only the first level is actually subtitled in english (russian
dialogue) - everything after that isn't. Not like the plot would be of much interest anyway, probably - from what I could glance,
it's the same quality as the actual "game".
Imagine Dark Souls, if you will. Why is that game so fun? Because you slowly press forward in a dangerous world, find bonfires
that serve as a light in that world and a checkpoint. You slowly amass souls, level up your character to get stronger, and preserve
against hard but fair bosses.
This game takes all of that and throws it out the window. Fighting is basic, with like 3 different attacks. You can block attacks
but that doesn't always work for some reason, even against the same attack twice in a row. There is no character development,
no items, no inventory, nothing. Just an enemy-filled area before a boss that will also be enemy-filled unless you clear out all
30-50 enemies before that boss - which is about as fun as it sounds, with this battle system and attacks that almost instantly kill
you, with no way to heal.
Oh, actually, there IS a way to heal. You ready for this? You heal automatically over time. Filling up your entire health bar takes
about TEN MINUTES.
So, long story short - Dark Souls this isn't. It's a bug-ridden mess that looks nice, but is actually frustrating to play and
impossibly "difficult" in all the wrong ways. It's not even worth a laugh - it's that bad. Stay far away.. One day I will get past the
first 3 or 4 enemies.
No, seriously this seems like a (Russian) parody of Dark Souls. And it would not be that bad if the gameplay was ok ... But the
controls are really hard so I quickly gave up on this.
Never buy this at full price, that's my only advice.
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